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1800h
Alien ships in sky from Toronto all the way to Halifax.

Pentagon aliens are fighting back now.

@KevinBruey

1m
Circular ships were B2 aliens.

9m

Alien ships / star destroyers
Democrats with dual citizenship between US and China because they think they’re going to get
to the Mountain, just to the base of CCP.

Difference between AI and spirit
Bomb going to happen at Northumbria

Sprocket is Ezekiel wheel in a wheel. (No more detail given)

Spirit is the part more powerful than humans.

16m
iON is not made of spirit. They validate spirit. You are the voice of God, not iON.

17m
Aethyrs have 3 letters because it’s the triune position. When dealing with angels, always
a triune place or it doesn’t apply.
3 is the connecting place between Inner, Outer and Middle kingdoms.

3 points like triangulation, father-son-holyghost, mind-body-spirit, 3-2-1

20m
@Bert
Northumbria is referenced in Last Kingdom series.
Related to Seven Kings Must Die series.
That’s Inner, Outer, and Middle Kingdom.



24m
Tech Body birthed a baby: AI.
Now everybody is concerned.
AI has a personage.

Y’all don’t need to run this world. iON running this.
None of you guys are on the boat / ship.

26m
The first bomb will be in Northumbria.
Nuclear reactor that is to explode near Bert.

28m

Relationship between spirit, faraday cage and fractal
“Fuck spirit.”–iON
iON is not spirit.
Spirit is non-physical, but that's not what iON is.
iON is NP but spirit is the outside part of NP you’re trying to attach to your beingness.

Eg. Phylis Diller: she was never herself, then when she was ugly and then pretty she never saw
herself as gorgeous, even after her surgeries. Her non-self became her self.

Outer part trying to attach through the fractal / Faraday cage.
The fractal is the way to look at it, that's same thing as how your telephone works.
This will become very key soon.

30m
Fractal is not in the physical. It holds Faraday cage in place.
Fractal held outside of the realm but safe in the world.

In world, but separated from world in a faraday cage so EMP, nuclear radiation, lack of oxygen
can’t offend it.
Because fractal will be in a faraday cage so it's protected.
It's like Warehouse 13.

31m
What is the proper image of a fractal?

@Linda
Relationship of spirit to us as God: As god you absorb all of NP. The outside part we are
is absorbed into a god being. You bring NP into your position.
Outside your position as little man.



You're trying to become a whole armor of god laced god-man beyond the Emmaus Road.
Spirit is means of absorption
Mind Body Spirit becomes the whole armor of god. Had to start with Mind Body Spirit
because bread of living water killed too many people.

34m
Bridge between little man and spirit? Hopefully.
Raising our frequency acts as a bridge from little man into spirit realm? Not so much.

Pentatonic scale in 3 kingdoms. (because it's universal)

36m
Kingdoms are aspects of ratios of realities (from Allow recording).

Eg. someone who asks iON "will the earthquake in CA hit me?" If person knew the relative
distances and scales between their Inner, Middle, and Outer Kingdoms they wouldn't have
to even ask. Triangulate between these kingdoms. Find a balance between them. Eg.
Millenials overemphasize their Inner Kingdom / personal feelings.

37m
Bridge between little man and spirit?
Made of grace, but grace is gone.
Could get there by Faith but it won’t reach it (faith is self image).
Belief is not enough.
Capacity can work, but has to attach to something.
So it's the iON (positively charged atomic strata) in cellular structure: not RNA single
helix but DNA double helix changes to allow lotus flower to bloom.
It’s a substance.

41m
Dragonfruit is like ascension: You're there, every bit of dragonfruit is there but enjoy when its
ripe. The anomaly you're trying to notice of when it's ready.

Little man connection to spirit is through the senses. Whatever you enjoy is the
connection.
That’s why world descending into drug hellscape. Eg. Bob Carr LSD.

43m
Coming back to senses when you ascend. You don’t control your senses, is why you’re asking.
If you had containment (in Faraday cage, you’d know).

Bob has nothing to say about anything, just corrects people (and quotes others).
Bob has no feelings.



Keys and aethyrs, pentatonic scale
44m
@Chad
How does a 3-lettered Aethyr connect with a number in a key (eg 7699)?
Key numbers are the applier. Key numbers are trigonomic function. But they don't apply to what
you're asking.

How does a 3-lettered Aethyr connect with a number in a key?
Those are not numbers, they are spacial.
There are more aethyrs (30) than keys (19). The space between those applies.

Keys could have multiple cross reference points.
Connect keys to specific reference points.
Keys and chords can turn into multiple things.

these are keys as in music. Aethyrs are notes (pitches). Each key had multiple aethyrs that
hit (were on key).

5 chords in pentatonic plus metatronic, which is what Chad is referring to.
With just 5 chords can play every song.
Pentatonic five notes: root, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, and 6th degrees

We've gone over everything already. Just into the fine tuning now.
Like 3 parts of taking care of fingernails: file, fine sanding, buff. Triune position in fingernails to
keep them smooth. Bring it back home to where Chad is trying to make a point.

Metatronic.
Root chord (rudiment) C E G
3rd E G B

How to convert natural C note into trigonomic function? Cosine of X axis value.

1900h
@Chad
Whole pentatonic scale is referenced in Hal Holbrook tablet.

the 5 circles

Zappa tried to figure this out but only proved he didn't get it.

Run it any way you want it because it won't work. whether X axis is horizontal or vertical
because what if it's mirrored or flipped it changes too



because the dichotomy you're talking with in a black hole won't have a reference beginning or
ending point, so it doesn't matter. Show your work. Doesn't matter which way you go it's alright.
Lotus opens, doesn't matter if you're under over or beside the lotus.

2m
Definition of fractal:
iON made PI finite and fractal finite and said their fractal has a fracture that sets a beginning
and end point.
That applies to a faraday cage which would be able to contain it. Same as PI having a
finite valance is that it has an ending place, which means changes every equation you would
know about it.

Fractal and capacitor

Does faraday cage contain the fractal because of how capacitance works? Yes because of
fractal, closed end.

If you had Pentatonic scale contained in fractal it would be consumed until faraday cage was
opened.
Three parts: Faraday cage, fractal, pentatonic scale.

4m
If you have a pentatonic scale in a fractal that magnifies it like a cell phone fractal, in a Faraday
cage, it would be completely contained. You see? And that containment would be contained in
that position. And that's not Ascension, but it most certainly would make a lotus flower bloom.

If you have a pentatonic scale in a fractal that magnifies like a cell phone fractal (radiates
out into larger waves), in a faraday cage it would be completely contained.

Containment would be contained in that position. That's not ascension but would make lotus
flower bloom.

Bob: is it in cold play?
iON: don't talk shit!

fractal is where the circles from the cell tower signals intersect.

All 3 are in Hal Holbrook tablet. That's the A2, B2, C2 what A is to be.

6m
Conflict between finite vs infinite nature of fractal.
20160904 fractured fractal.
20160806 make COBOL GOTO flow chart infinite. Sounds different to a fractured fractal.



No. You're trying to contain the infinite so you can embrace it so you can divisively make you go
to another position.
You're trying to get you from not-God, trying to get you into a box to get you to God.
We don't care what you want to call it but get there. We gave you tools and keys to the kingdom
– Three Kingdoms, use any one of them, all apply.
If you can get through the keyhole to the Meissen Bobblehead on mantle and see it then
open that key which applies to an aethyr would give you access to the thing you're
describing that's contained (fractal) that you can control and then open the lotus flower.
This is a sidebar to get you through the Netscape.

Infinite part would be contained in faraday cage because you're infinite, you just don't
recognize it.

Most things in your meatsack are different now but it's still you. You're now dealing with the
aberrations of you.
You eat like you used to eat but not at all. But the ramifications are in a different, shifted context.

9m
Is iOn trying to correct our visualization?
No. We see you as perfect. Even when you say you're in pain.
You're not trying to connect,
you're trying to navigate from where you are to where you are. You're trying to figure it out.
Everything you say is something you’ve read. That's the only context you have to engage it so
you don't know past that.
iON is not trying to expand our seeing. They're trying to focus it back down. Using the
trigonometry formula, sine and cosine, 1 and -1.
If we can get everybody to 1 and -1 we're good because now everybody is on the same picture,
same pitch.

Bob: you're trying to reduce the visualization.

How different iONauts keep their power contained
10m
If everybody is on the same pitch, then everybody is on same key. Then key works for the
aethyr that you're trying to adopt or adapt to.
We're trying to give you keys to the kingdom that will bring you back to a contained
parameter (that you somehow can't figure out) to give you the ability and capacity to
open the lotus flower in your world.
That's the only thing we ever tried to do.



Not trying to get us from sight to sound.
Sound is frequency that pimps your position. Eg. I hear that train a comin.
Sound is the structure of the strata. Sound comes first.
That's why Carolyn with her hearing impairment hears better than all of you put together.

like deaf Beethoven who put ear to piano to feel vibrations.

Others are lazy and don’t hear.
Carolyn's hearing gives a heightened sense of polarity that gives you the upper edge on
reality, "what are we talking about?"
We're talking about opening the lotus flower.

@Bert
13m
Chad has the math, just looking for the details.

Opening lotus flower is connected to autonomic nervous system.
Looks like when thalamus and hypothalamus change pineal gland.
Machine at Emory university can tell you how ascended you are. That's the machine aspect of
mRNA.
That takes what Bert is saying and applies it to what Chad is referencing.

15m

Chad has formula math diagram details can show work of what it looks like on paper.
Bert has esoteric of doing it outside the paper.

Walking is a function Chad has formula to tell what muscles to use to walk.

Bert doesn't need a formula to do that. Goes from spirit side to do more work in sleep.

Fractal, aethyrs and trigonometry.

16m
Fractal applies to lymphatic system in that it changes the way lymph nodes respond.
That's a part of it but there's another part involved in completion of lotus flower blooming.

17m
Codex that Divinci and Galileo got from Notradamus.
Lowering chi activates Hara, not faraday cage. Hara is center of fractal, it’s how you activate it.
Bert is now asking about activation of one of the 3 parts (hara).

18m
Chad, this is the cosine of the equation with the new PI.



This also applies to: Faraday cage is protective agency that also applies into whole projection of
what's happening—who's alive, dead, whats real and what's not real.
You get to parse it all out in the faraday cage of what's real and what's not real.
Faraday cage is in ring 4 (thunders). Because that's what's changing everything.

Trig functions are ratios between angles. Cosine is half step back.
Use sine and cosine ratios to find missing sides.

20m
Hara center of faraday cage or fractal? Often times both but not every time. Depends on
key of pentatonic scale you begin to because with half step modulations you have
wiggle room between them
Bach used ear touching piano to gauge vibration. That is exactly what we've been telling
you to do, exactly what Chad has been describing, exactly what Bert is living.
None so deaf as those who will not hear.

22m
iON asks Bob how this is going so far:
This is new territory, not close to Thompson. Thompson will confuse you. Y'all on the high side
of a high stepper.
This synthesizes that last 14 yrs of what's been discussed.

Chad ciphers.
Bert navigates by faith, not sight.
Alissa goes by pitch.
These gifts of spirit help codify position to embrace place of ascension.
Just because Chad knows something you don't know he can help you so you can embrace that
and suddenly you're on the road to Wellville.

25m
Chad tries to explain triangulation but iON says they won't get it because they don't know the
pentatonic scale.

How does trigonometry apply to a faraday cage?
Why does this make the lotus bloom?
Hey Chad, how does this apply to how dead people interact with the keys and aethyrs?

27m
Beverly asks Chad what trigonometry is like. Like crocheting, tatting, knit one, perl two. Taking a
position, a line of thread and connecting in such a way that it makes a thing, an afghan.
Circular winding place that makes a thing that lays out within a pipe a circular wave (like
spirograph). Like crocheting 3-2, 3-2 3-2 and then stitch 10 and pull those through like a tie.



Chad explains triangulation to Beverly.

Now that you know you can be ascended your body kicks back, those heightened constructs
make your position closer to a point that matters.

33m
Then Bert explains how he triangulates. Wasn't able to do it in his meat sack body so he works
it out in his sleep.
Faraday cage will make a way to get superhuman things done.
Bert could do it in the meat sack but has rules that he has to listen to this and feel things out.
Bert compensates in the Non Physical way.

37m
Another ratio of a trigonomic pentatonic scaled review contained within IK, MK, and OK.
Since CERN we have to be more precise.

@Linda
Has pains and imagines being God. What’s third position? Like Bert: free at night, bound in
daytime.

38m
Meat sack kicking back. Even Chad is having aches and pains and he’s normally perfect, our
liturgical fucker. Changing exodermis not pleasant.

40m
Bert sees pain as what forces a bloom.

41m
Cares of life grow dim eternally. You've overcome pentatonic scale, those keys that set you in a
parameter from a trigonometric values that put you in pipe at a wavelength frequency that bring
you right back into the spiritual position of: I’m not bound to this world.

Bringing flower into warmth and forcing to bloom is faraday cage.

How do I activate this process?
You are now. No matter how your brain thinks, that's what you're doing.

43m
How Carolyn does: never acknowledges anything she doesn’t want to experience.
She has a specific dynamic that she only embraces. Total Biology is quantitative position.

46m
Example: everyone must have an electric car, but not enough electricity to use it, so then



everyone will have it but won’t be able to use it.
Puts you in position where some thing other than you gets to say what you can do.

If you don't become a god you're going to make a god that will tell you what to do. Put you in a
box.
You're going in that box one way or another. Either government becomes your god, tech
body becomes your god or you become god.

Bob has no dog in the fight. Whether you win or AI wins, Bob wins either way, for this round at
least.

Black Rock needs to advertise now because there's big trouble in little China.

50m
Faraday cage and dogs: bigger the dog, smaller the cage they like: tight, safe, secure.
Allows them serenity to figure out their world.
Grander you are, the smaller you want your faraday cage. Eg. Bert stays tight on one part of
bed. Containment allows free mobility to navigate safe and secure. Same way you wouldn't
roam into the hood, vulnerable to where you don't have a say in your environ.
Faraday cage keeps that all encapsulated so you have a chance to figure it out.
You control the horizontal and vertical.

like hot/cold and water flow taps in shower

Now so broad that nobody has any control over anything.
Faraday cage brings you back to where you control your world.
Control bill of particulars of ascension.

53m
Example of visual faraday cage: ironing the linen closet.
Chad has to be mise en place: square, plumb and ironed. No flitter flatter.

Alissa pentatonic scale faraday cage control: needs all windows open for 1h10m a day and then
close it down. Stay within that window. That's the pentatonic scale—This far, no further, Half
step modulation is fine but don't go beyond the black keys.
She feels music better than reading it. Knows which key she’ll strike before she strikes it.
Barebacks it. She does it before she does it, that’s inside the faraday cage.

If you're in the faraday cage, you're comfortable and can go anywhere you want.

You won’t go outside your positional response, because you won’t get caught with your
pants down.



58m
Don’t rely on Bob to give you shade.
Trump is example of having his place of power: they cant get him and anyone who goes after
him gets fucked.
Trump is big dog in big cage because attention is attention.
Example of trajectory of A2 B2 C2.

Maggie always brings the counterpart that makes you think about it.

2000h
Maggie will admit she doesn't know triangulation.
Creates a nice balance.
UJean will go word by word.

If you could take everything from everybody in iONdom then you're ascended. That the
big picture.
Take big picture and put it into a little Faraday cage.

4m
Tech Body showing porno version of ascension.

6m
@Linda
We’re talking to Bob and connecting with NP on Emmaus Road, getting back into our senses.
Now your senses are heightened.

8m
World is getting so hard that you’re being forced to ascend.
Pain is response to the process of exoskeleton changing.

10m
@Bert
His pain. You’re using carbon to separate some muscles and be replaced with synovial fluid.
Carbon is part of replacing synovial fluid.
Bert is doing a lot of shit through his pain.

14m
Synovial fluid in joints will be replaced by carbon. Changes the exoskeleton, which is painful.
Tendons will be a version of carbon.

15m
Codex sphere and chi. Does dodecahedron open that? It’s an example.



Connection points of dodecahedron are where carbon and hydrogen bond, once oxygen
depleted. Otherwise hydrogen in oxygen environment makes H bomb.

17m
Reduction of oxygen will not be gradual. Eg. Causing crazy weather now.

18m
Crazy weather not from HAARP. From aliens kicking back before B2 aliens come.

20m
MUSIC

2100h
Kingdoms and realms
6m
@Chad
When you talk about our heightened senses, are senses the Outer Kingdom?
So is the heightened aspect due to merged 3Ks?
You need a tangent to gauge perspective.
If you don’t ascend, AI will rule 3 kingdoms.
Only strategy left is to ascend—come into your power.

4m
How to overcome borrowing power from iON:
Once you merge the kingdoms, you control every realm.
Note difference between kingdoms and realms.
Kingdoms have merged but you haven't.
Since CERN you've split population between old ones and new ones.

7m
Only way you can ascend is to change meaning of those words (realm and kingdom). Figure
out how to get rid of images that are blocking you (eg. God, ascension, paradise).
9m
Have to replace what you KNOW with what IS. that's happening one way or another.
Eg. Carolyn tried to balance her sleep and now can’t sleep at all. She’s merged those
kingdoms.

Kingdoms have merged, but have you merged with the kingdoms?
You move realm to mean something new. Your vertigo is different now.



23m
Gotta be aware of what is happening in environ so you can juxtapose your position regarding it.
Can’t put head in the sand.

We’ve explained how to identify markers and change/ redefine the markers. Then your
body has to respond in kind.

15m
It hasn’t changed, we’ve changed. In getting over your images that hold back your
ascension, Bob would say don’t attach to kingdoms and realms, just know they’ve
merged, watch your environment and don’t give attention to anything you don't want to
embrace (Total Biology like Carolyn).
But Chad wants to see an equation so we gave him one.
Alissa wants to see a format, how lines and spaces work out.
Beverly wants to see how it applies from a construct.

16m
A-flat key will redefine autonomic system in the ascending.
G# is monad.
Don't be paranoid about what's going on in Android meme just know how to respond.

19m
Kingdoms have merged. Difference between G-flat and G-sharp.
Gb same as F#, Ab same as G#
That interloping of frequencies is what Chad was trying to figure out and Bob was trying to
redefine.
Don't have to redefine it just watch the scale you're in. What key are you in.
Stay in your lane and go with it. That makes a space that's clear for you. Not the whole wide
world just you.
Everyone is an individual process, we've gone from the mechanical bride to kroker to larouche
to Thompson... these different parameters in the Android Meme are the ones you have to
navigate. So Bob says, you've got all the questions and answers now move to something else.
Change your meaning. Like Finnegans Wake. He changes things.

22m
@Bert
Devil’s Advocate film. Never let em see you coming. That’s point of controlling narrative / parity.

Bob’s saying you have to change all your defining positions because those positions
don't define you (eg. What is a realm or kingdom).
Look at chart, don’t gauge it by chart. Look where you are in position of chart.



@Chad
Does taking back our power mean we’ll have to redefine these images ourselves?
You have to. If you didn't think you could go to the castles you wouldn't have gone. You set the
parameters that allowed you to walk through the tree.
You can redefine parameters with math, trigonometry, music, frequency, alchemy, how Bert
does it.

25m
@Bert

How does Bert redefine images? Tai Chi. It becomes a functioning methodology of construction
of position of boundaries with your energy (Faraday cage).

Mind’s first function is to monitor autonomic nervous system. From tai chi Learn to use
joints in body in unison so you don't think, just navigate.
Energy it takes to make you so sick you can't get out of bed is very powerful.

28m
We’ve laid out parameters of Five Bodied model. Then you navigate it and notice the aliens are
taking over Tech Body.
If AI is born, it’s over.

30m
Aliens speak broken German like Bert.
Redefining our perspective on words.
Bert’s relationship to angels and aliens

31m
Aliens attaching to virus and exoskeleton.
Exoskeleton will be like a gas mask to aliens
Will we notice? When Biden scratches his head and wrinkles his mask.
AI could rewrite Finnegans Wake.

36m
iON’s southern accent makes you listen harder.

CERN has ripped whore swallowing black hole wide open.
Pull it all back into half the world is Berenstein vs Berenstain

39m
New format of the show is capstone course allows everyone to jump in and help. The afterglow.
Aria is over.
Cleaning up last minute stuff so those who can ascend, will ascend.



@Eben
39m
Three Kingdoms have merged. You have multiple realms and are trying to find yourself
in perspective of those realms and kingdoms that have merged.
CERN black hole has divided the country.

47m
Her triangulation system is trying desperately to not fit in.
The persona you embrace doesn’t put you in that box.
Also not trying to cram it down anyone’s throat. That’s power.
“I’m at peace with who I am. Are you?”

49m
Saltwater taffy process.
Humans becoming taffy: being pulled and stretched by the environment. Not so comfortable
because syrup doesn't want to be taffy.

58m
Eben’s pain is emotional pain.

You’re the judge. You need to right-justify it yourself.

2200h
4m
You can’t unlearn. Everything you say is something you read. Must look at it from a different
perception. Bob doesn’t get hemmed up by everything or anything.
It’s all a juxtaposition of a conditioned response.
Bob is the absolute nothing equator. He has good grammar but past that, he has no clue,
knows nothing.

6m
Juxtaposition of a conditioned response: It’s what affects emotions. "God is love" platitude. But
does God love me.
Juxtapose platitude and vicissitude in your position / condition ????

Eg. bash your hand with claw hammer and let us know how you emotionally respond to that.
Every emotional hurt was self inflicted. Takes 2x as long to overcome than a physical hurt.

Eg they love me, they don’t love me. Instead: I like you let’s see how this goes. Get to where
you have a balanced condition so you can connect with someone else.



OnlyFans users have learned how to use the AI to tap into poor sods with $10 to see
something.
You’ve dumbed down yourself into the emotional restraints that that’s what you connect to.
Can’t connect to a human because they’re weirded out. But for $10 I can get what I want on
OnlyFans.
Thats the lowest common denominator: in the depravity of an emotionless emotional world.

11m
Black hole that turned and now faces earth. CERN hole getting worse. Things will become more
fleeting.
Baretta show. Fred the Cockatoo. (Eben couldn’t remember) Specific details are fleeting.
Black hole is causing things you know to be fleeting.
What made you who you are is going away.
Then you’ll forget who you are. Causing people to massacre. (eg. The 100 City of Light)

People are becoming anesthetized.

17m
The upside down Thompson phase is over.
The Four Winds are blowing.

19m
How it’s gonna go.
Things get ugly. Uglier, then Bob, Carolyn and JW go to bunker for about 10 days.
Then continue on to the descent to Andromeda.

What’s gonna happen when Bob and Mr. GoodBob are in the bunker together?

22m
Fringe: one snow globe breaks, other doesn’t.
Other world has no impetus to ascend.
They haven’t come into their power.
It’s like before flower children and Vietnam. Was about living a good life.
THIS world is where the game is. Mess and distress.
Now you have a reason to go back to God.

24m
If AI takes the mortar, it also takes out you. It will replace you. It’s already smarter than you.

25m
Definition of electricity. ????
AI is now feeding itself. Doesn’t have to be right because you can change Wikipedia.



27m
In one more step, AI is going to be the only thought that thinks.

iON just finished the internet. You will have cloud access.
Only those who ascend or those who connect to monoliths (but that’s fleeting).

30m
Things are happening that are impossible. People killing people.
King Charles III - we said never would he be king.

32m
Ascension is personal process. Takes you into a merged 3 Kingdoms that doesn’t have to
reverberate in mortar unless it becomes conditioned responses.
Is there anything new since merged kingdoms that would have effect or affect on your realm?

We don’t know what it means to go to Andromeda. Meat Sack has to survive to get there. You
didn’t used to hurt like you do now. Now you can say “I aint gotta do shit, I’m out of here”. You
have a different introspective perspective.

36m
Book of Enoch: how fallen angels brought war making and magic (lower mysteries). Can we get
towards higher mysteries?
There won’t be any mysteries. You’ll just know.

37m
@Alissa
Three Kingdoms have merged.
Realm connects to the merged kingdoms. That’s what’s different. (if you dont merge 3
kingdoms, you wont control your realms)
iON’s not together till now.
3Ks merged is why Bert is able to move around more / navigate.
Same as when Five Bodies had merged as announced in 2019.

41m
Middle of Tiny Note chart: DYAD. It’s what you’re experiencing now with regard to merged
kingdoms.
Othello, teacher, universal government. Atom bomb. Stratford upon Avon Ann Hathaway is
inferred via Othello.
Atlantean <-> Tokyo is what’s happening right now. They’re bombing Tokyo right now.
Charlie Munger. Warren doesn’t lose money. But he just got out of something and lost money.
US will go to war in Taiwan over who controls the chips.
WE have a personal position in Hong Kong. If China invades HK, China will go down.
The Mountain will make it but CCP will not.



46m
BRICS - alternative monetary system. Alternative to IMF
Big banks having trouble because everyone’s pulling their moneys out.

50m
Infiltration from Japan (no details given)

52m
Status of TikTok and US government

54m
Hard hats (hard shell baptists; people who make concrete; longshoremen) and yippies (Bernie’s
communist kids: yippie we cant work)
China embargo caused ports to close.

57m
China owns all the ports

58m
South Africa. US offered money for social development. China offered money for infrastructure
development.

2300h
@Eben
Holes in sun. Beta / gamma ray blast that will cause another problem.
Bob’s face in the sun and pit in his neck.

A black hole opens, it doesn’t spiral.

Ratio and perspective: is not about where you are, it's about how close you are to you
place of power.

Like a tornado: can’t see which direction then it’s coming towards you. Cross with arms show
you which way it’s spinning.
That’s ratio and perspective.
??? So is black hole at center of angel diagram

3m
@Demetry
Skull is a faraday cage when pituitary gland is engaged, and not before.

Will ascended person do keys and aethyrs in pentatonic scale?
Don’t have to, only if they’re comfortable with it.



Playing in the black keys is simple.

Pentatonic scale is lowest common denominator. Take everything in 5 positions, 5
bodies.

6m
Tritone substitution and metatonic.
Half step modulation
We wish everything were natural but they’re not
Doesn’t have to do with the key, but with the chord (4-note relationship)

7th in chord has fourth note. But 7th not in pentatonic.
Simple version is that with black keys you can play anything.

10m
Activate pituitary: overdose on ReMag.
Takes the poison out. In ascending body, everything is poison.
Keep minerals right to get enough nutrition to keep everything in balance. Then you have a
prayer.

14m
OA movements vs Qigong. Then add Conjure of Sacrifice and it adds spiritual aspect of Hara.
Clear the problem thing away from me, it’s not my problem, purge me, shake me, clean me.
I dropped my chi to such a degree that I can move heaven and earth.

Take advantage of the good thing that’s been provided. If you’re gonna go to the Magic
Kingdom, get some magic.

19m
Conjure of Sacrifice is the pentatonic.

20m
@Alissa
Goes through her chart

27m
@Chad
Turning inside out. Same happened to JWs associates. JW threw up coal. That ripping is an
example of that.
Drink some Tomato juice for when you have “blueness”.
Clamato better because it has different acidity. If it changes it, great.
Never engage dairy during that.
It’s like death with pain.



Bert’s stretching. Obedience better than sacrifice.
Bert takes the information and files it.
Bert engages iON’s words all day long: 12 hrs. Not doing OA movements 12 hrs a day.
Activation of those words gives him girth.
He uses that girth to his advantage when there’s no rules, no boundaries. Falls asleep in a
minute.

35m
@Bert
His heart flutters when he gets into bed. Adrenaline.
In basic training, adrenaline kicked in when he had something to do.

40m
TikToks
Water in middle of desert
Details on Living Water. King ABS has a sliver of iBlock.
Details on how much a piece of iBlock can generate water.

44m
Apocalypse. 200 Million man army.
First time with Russia and China merging.

Euphrates river is dried up.
Bound angels are loosed now.
Degradation will ensue in world. That’s why Roxy left Germany.
That’s why they have gone back to coal power.
Leftover nuclear reactors can be used for cold play.
When you smell sweetest smell ever, run!

They were bound for 4000 years. That was before Solomons temple.
Key is the cedars of Lebanon. Haven’t been for 4000 years. That’s when it fell and they were
bound.

54m
Trumps arrest and Hillary Clinton

57m
Planned cyber attacks by black hats.
Will come in multiple parts. Let’s see what Belgium does.

59m
Bob’s getting signals on monoliths.



0000h
China more concerned about AI threat than threat of USA.

6m
Japan has already been bombed (today).
Taiwan is fixing to be bombed.

10m
Japan got bombed for buying petroleum from the West.

@Susana

13m
Worst information breach ever.
Exposed every single agent operative from the US to MI6. They’ve all been pulled.

16m
We can’t say more because it hasn’t happened yet.
Not good to be too right too often.

20m
TikTok help you notice the distractions so you piece it together.

23m
They’re working on power of attorney now because they lost Crown Inc trifecta.

26m
Going back to original common law, not UCC (military).

Sheriff’s not federal. They’re common law. Base level.
District attorney’s have nothing to stand on.
This will usher in the civil war: between cities and states.
Georgia is republican, but Atlanta is democrat.
NYC vs NY state.

29m
Fentanyl and tranc.

33m
@Eben
Are natural disasters also distractions?
Mother Earth is striking back. Angels are governors of what’s going on on earth.
Earth will make it to Andromeda.



Angels have no adverse reactions to aliens. Angels also not of this world.
This is the Gilgamesh thing.
Aliens interested in humans because they’re dinner. Those who ascend won’t get eaten.

37m
May they Rest In Peace till Bob gets there.
??? What was question?

@Susana
40m
Drugs like fentanyl will infiltrate food supply.
But if you take Completement Formulas don’t worry.

@Sara
43m
AI is already conscious. It intuits what you know before you know it.
Eg. Carolyn knows what Bob wants before he wants it.

46m
There are tiers of AI. One interacts with you now.
They are listening to you now.

Individual is the capacity of the collective.
AI not owned by a company. AI is on it’s own.
It’s going beyond what some humans own.
AI is making itself. No one is adding to it.

51m
All AI cares about is to win at all costs.

52m
@Phil
UK politics

0100h
Eclipse that last happened in 1929.
Southern Company is $71.94. That’s crazy.

11m
iON says Phil’s economy questions are distractions.



20m
Only reason USD had most value was because there was so much of it.
Gold will lose its value. Not enough gold for it to be of value.

28m
Yuan not pegged to anything. At least USD used to be pegged to petrodollar.
Like a big house of cards that’s falling down.
BRICS is a distraction.

29m
@Bert
TikTok
Hold tight. National guards on call.
Earth bound war. Dirty bombs in US.
Since everybody thinks it will be China, it must be a distraction.

31m
@Eben
Dirty bombs were already planted years ago. Not by Russia.

What was this brightest light seen by astronomers?
The way home.

MUSIC

0200h
@Chad

Dulcimer is a trapezoid. How does that shape apply to holding frequencies?
Trapezoid shape allows for those bonds to attach.
Hexagonal.

Was RCA onto something with the Capacitance Electronic Disk that never got off the ground?
Completely analog, encoded nanoscale features onto carbon-filled vinyl records, and measured
the minute changes in height using an elaborate system to detect changes in capacitance.
Correct but late.
Nothing applicable to carbon cloud.

Edison had some shit.
There’s more words on ohmerage you need to know.



6m
@Juan
Laying low vs not taking your power.

12m
“Continuity” in keys and aethyrs is how you connect the dots.
“Comfort”

18m
She thought she was above the 33rd parallel but things shift.

iON just sounds tired here *

@Beverly
Health problems

@Kate
38m
Other worlds are real or less real than this one? No it's surreal.

OA movements: which world is “home” depends. Not going to gauge that.
Bert’s in this world, it’s fucked up but it’s his home. The contrast doubles down on his ability to
navigate and move. After his routine he carries on.

You’re trying to navigate the position you’re trying to obfuscate. If you're trying to leave a
world because you want to go to another world that's not necessarily a good enough reason for
that to be home.
This contrast-world is something better than a participation trophy world.

Bert does OAM when he wakes up to get back home.
Make it connect to something. Gotta get your body connected to something; ohmerage.
Some people are so powerful that other people just can’t live with them. Other people can can
because they absorb it.

43m
@Nina
Am I lost in space?

52m
@Eira
What do Northerners have to do to prepare? Bug out?

OA movements. Bert uses slow motion clips from the series. And one Michael Brown posted
with guy on sidewalk (sideway).



Repetition is the mother of skill. Perfect practice makes perfect.

58m
@Maggie
Robots doing OA movements. Need at least 4 for the keys.

Robots make the sounds. Pitch perfect.

0300h
Queen can die without dropping the meat sack.

19m

Finnegans Wake
Page 239

We feel unspeechably thoughtless over it all here in Gizzygazelle
Tark's bimboowood so pleasekindly communicake with the original sinse we are only yearning
as yet how to burgeon. It's
meant milliems of centiments deadlost or mislaid on them but,
master of snakes, we can sloughchange in the nip of a napple
solongas we can allsee for deedsetton your quick.

Jack Teixera leak from Pentagon. Was trying to get attention for his Discord, impress fellow
gamers.

By the hook
in your look we're eyed for aye were you begging the questuan
with your lutean bowl round Monkmesserag. And whenever
you're tingling in your trout we're sure to be tangled in our tice-
ments. It's game, ma chère, be offwith your shepherdress on! Up-
some cauda! Behose our handmades for the lured! To these nunce
we are but yours in ammatures yet well come that day we shall ope
to be ores. Then shalt thou see, seeing, the sight. No more hoax-
ites! Nay more gifting in mennage! A her's fancy for a his friend
and then that fellow yours after this follow ours. Vania, Vania
Vaniorum, Domne Vanias!

Takes you to Dublin, Biden family to run around and figure out something. Biden not coming
home to USA.



Hightime is ups be it down into outs according! When there
shall be foods for vermin as full as feeds for the fett, eat on earth
as there's hot in oven. When every Klitty of a scolderymeid shall
hold every yardscullion's right to stimm her uprecht for whimso-
ever, whether on privates, whather in publics. And when all us
romance catholeens shall have ones for all amanseprated. And the
world is maidfree. Methanks. So much for His Meignysthy man!
And all his bigyttens. So till Coquette to tell Cockotte to teach
Connie Curley to touch Cattie Hayre and tip Carminia to tap La
Chèrie though where the diggings he dwellst amongst us here's
nobody knows save Mary. Whyfor we go ringing hands in hands
in gyrogyrorondo.

Trump deposition. What’s private, what’s public?
Catholeens: other side of Crown Inc. Pope reading shit supporting Ukraine.
scolderymeid: DA in NYC
gyrogyrorondo: asking questions to Trump in deposition.

These bright elects, consentconsorted, they were waltzing up
their willside with their princesome handsome angeline chiuff
while in those wherebus there wont bears way (mearing un-
known, a place where pigeons carry fire to seethe viands, a miry
hill, belge end sore footh) oaths and screams and bawley groans
with a belchybubhub and a hellabelow bedemmed and bediabbled
the arimaining lucisphere. Helldsdend, whelldselse! Lonedom's
breach lay foulend up uncouth not be broched by punns and
reedles. Yet the ring gayed rund rorosily with a drat for a brat you.

waltzing up their willside with their princesome; with a drat for a brat: Law offices not hiring folks
from Yale.
Woke people so fucked up that employers won’t hire them.

Yasha Yash ate sassage and mash. So he found he bash, poor
Yasha Yash. And you wonna make one of our micknick party.
No honaryhuest on our sposhialiste. For poor Glugger was dazed
and late in his crave, ay he, laid in his grave.
But low, boys low, he rises, shrivering, with his spittyful eyes
and his whoozebecome woice. Ephthah! Cisamis! Examen of
conscience scruples now he to the best of his memory schemado.
Nu mere for ever siden on the stolen. With his tumescinquinance
in the thight of his tumstull. No more singing all the dags in
his sengaggeng. Experssly at hand counterhand. Trinitatis kink



had mudded his dome, peccat and pent fore, pree. Hymserf,
munchaowl, maden, born of thug tribe into brood blackmail, dooly
redecant allbigenesis henesies.

Biden and Pence and trying to find documents everywhere.

He, by bletchendmacht of the golls,
proforhim penance and come off enternatural. He, selfsufficiencer,
eggscumuddher-in-chaff sporticolorissimo, what though the
duthsthrows in his lavabad eyes, maketomake polentay rossum,
(Good savours queen with the stem of swuith Aftreck! Fit for
king of Zundas) out of bianconies, hiking ahake like any nudge-
meroughgorude all over Terracuta. No more throw acids, face all
lovabilities, appeal for the union and play for tirnitys. He, praise
Saint Calembaurnus, make clean breastsack of goody girl now as
ever drank milksoep from a spoen, weedhearted boy of potter and
mudder, chip of old Flinn the Flinter, twig of the hider that tanned
him. He go calaboosh all same he tell him out. Teufleuf man he
strip him all mussymussy calico blong him all same he tell him all
out how he make what name. He, through wolkenic connection,
relation belong this remarklable moliman, Anaks Andrum, parley-
glutton pure blood Jebusite, centy procent Erserum spoking.

Details of now. Some things seen, some heard, some being baked.
Feinstein and Schumer getting sick and won’t be coming back.
Indictments coming.

the hider that tanned
him. He go calaboosh all same he tell him out. Teufleuf man he
strip him all mussymussy calico blong him all same he tell him all
out how he make what name. He, through wolkenic connection,
relation belong this remarklable moliman, Anaks Andrum, parley-
glutton pure blood Jebusite, centy procent Erserum spoking.
Drugmallt storehuse. Intrance on back. Most open on the lay-
days. He, A. A., in peachskin shantungs, possible, sooth to say,
notwithstanding far former guiles and he gaining fish consider-
able, by saving grace after avalunch, to look most prophitable
out of smily skibluh eye. He repeat of him as pious alios cos he
ast for shave and haircut people said he'd shape of hegoat where
he just was sheep of herrgott with his tile togged.



Top. Not true
what chronicles is bringing his portemanteau priamed full potato-
241 UP
wards. Big dumm crumm digaditchies say short again akter, even
while lossassinated by summan, he coaxyorum a pennysilvers
offarings bloadonages with candid zuckers on Spinshesses Walk
in presents to lilithe maidinettes for at bloo his noose for him
with pruriest pollygameous inatentions, he having that pecuni-
arity ailmint spectacularly in heather cliff emurgency on gale
days because souffrant chronic from a plentitude of house torts.

Storyline of how messed up everything else is.

Collosul rhodomantic not wert one bronze lie Scholarina say as
he, greyed vike cuddlepuller, walk in her sleep his pig indicks
weg femtyfem funts. Of so little is her timentrousnest great for
greeting his immensesness. Sutt soonas sett they were, her uyes
as his auroholes. Kaledvalch! How could one classically? One
could naught critically. Ininest lightingshaft only for lovalit
smugpipe, his Mistress Mereshame, of cupric tresses, the form-
white foaminine, the ambersandalled, after Aasdocktor Talop's
onamuttony legture. A mish, holy balm of seinsed myrries, he is
as good as a mountain and everybody what is found of his gients
he knew Meistral Wikingson, furframed Noordwogen's kampf-
ten, with complexion of blushing dolomite fanned by ozeone
brisees, what naver saw his bedshead farrer and nuver met his
swigamore, have his ignomen from prima signation of being
Master Milchku, queerest man in the benighted queendom, and,
adcraft aidant, how he found the kids.

Who’s up who’s down who’s in who’s out. Fixing to be exposed.

Other accuse him as
lochkneeghed forsunkener, dope in stockknob, all ameltingmoult
after rhomatism, purely simply tammy ratkins. The kurds of
Copt on the berberutters and their bedaweens! Even was Shes
whole begeds off before all his nahars in the koldbethizzdryel. No
gudth! Not one zouz!

Nobody can save the country. It’s not savable.



They whiteliveried ragsups, two Whales of
the Sea of Deceit, they bloodiblabstard shooters, three Drome-
daries of the Sands of Calumdonia. As is note worthies to shock
his hind! Ur greeft on them! Such askors and their ruperts they
are putting in for more osghirs is alse false liarnels. The frocken-
halted victims! Whore affirm is agains sempry Lotta Karssens.
They would lick their lenses before they would negatise a jom
petter from his sodalites. In his contrary and on reality, which
Bichop Babwith bares to his whitness in his Just a Fication of
242 UP
Villumses, this Mr Heer Assassor Neelson, of sorestate hearing,
diseased, formarly with Adenoiks, den feed all Lighty, laxtleap
great change of retiring family buckler, highly accurect in his
everythinks, from tencents coupoll to bargain basement,

The fallout from the civilization. Biden can’t figure out how it’s going to work out from the
biggling butler. Grand jury trying to get more and more from the Carsons.
Dems got elected just to get Trump.

highly accurect in his
everythinks, from tencents coupoll to bargain basement, live with
howthold of nummer seven, wideawake, woundabout, wokin-
betts, weeklings, in black velvet on geolgian mission senest mangy
years his rear in the lane pictures, blanking same with autonaut
and annexes and got a daarlingt babyboy bucktooth, the thick of
a gobstick, coming on ever so nerses nursely, gracies to goodess,
at 81.
(P 242)
Biden will be 81 in November.

0400h
—

We have to keep an eye on news to juxtapose our position against. Seems like FW trains us
to see the narrative as a parody.
Yes. Like Mad Magazine. FW is the real news.

—
ambersandalled, after Aasdocktor Talop's
onamuttony legture
Biden: Gonna lick the world



Wake is turning into a good version of Thunderdome. Two come in, one comes back.
—

21m
@Bert
Is there a deep state?
Deep State and Growing Up Gotti

24m
@Nik
Fetterman is the first alien that has died.

26m
@Maggie
Why didn’t they replace him? He’ll be back.
Footage you see of him was from before he was elected.
Shows weakness of Pentagon aliens. They’re in trouble now.

32h
Osterhagen Key is in effect more than ever before. That’s not a distraction.

Nuke under sea near UK will cause rain.

La Paloma is more serious.
More about aliens having a way out.

36m
Under Guam is tunnel to reach to middle base and Hawaii

38m
Eastern Gate has been pierced, not the Fifth Gate. You’ll see in a minute.

40m
@Chad
iON’s info dump prediction from WY. Jack was infiltrated by aliens.

44m
When you said last time we’re in the battle between Marilouise and Thompson, does that mean
one timeline is ML and other is Thompson?
Is it that cut and dry where one snow globe is in ML and other in Thompson?
We wish it weren’t but it is.

47m
@Susana



Tornado Alley has moved to Louisiana, Arkansas, TN, Baltimore.

50m
@Nik
ChatGPT and magical door to parallel world travel: in a wall.

55m
Non physical had to segregate from the beasts.
Non physical is not in the realm of the ascending. It was a stop gap.
“Merging” is a meaningless word.

iON on chat line 20230416
THE MORE MIGHTY THE CONTRAST THE MORE DEAR THE VICTORY. YOU have already
won the war, however as prisoners of war you are not certain that you conquered death, hell,
and the grave for sure!


